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University offers new cable option
Subscribers of Wood Cable T eleviSion
have a new educational viewing option
available to them. BGSU Cable Channel
2 4 is now being preprogrammed through
the television learning services office of
WBGU·TV·27.
··with the establishment of the channel,
Ne have increased our ability to bring
educational and instructional TV to the
people in our community." Dr. Dwight
Burlingame. vice president for University
relations, said.
The new cable channel allows the local
PBS affiliate station to rebroadcast some
ct its best local productions and offer to
the community other programs that do not
!it into the present program schedule of
WBGU. Programming possibilities
'nclude: credit classes. conferences in
specialized fields and campus lectures.
Students will be able to attend some of
their classes at times which may be more
convenient to them because of multiple
transmission times.
The common denominator for programs
broadcast on the channel will be the
program's link to instructional purposes.
Pat Fitzgerald. director of television
learning services. described the new
channel as "the University's window to
the community." University personnel are
encouraged to make resources they
discover at professional conferences or
meetings available to the station for
cablecast on BG 24.
While the current level of funding does

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positions are available:
Open-Competitiff Examination
Posmg expiration date: 4 p.m .• Friday. Oct.
28.
10-28-88

Air Quality Technician 1
PayRange7
Plant operatiol is and maintenance

An examination wil be given for the above
classification. Candidates wil be ranked based
on test scores and experience. and an eligible
list will be established. As vacancies occur.
names are referred from this list. Employees may
apply and take the examination even if currently
in a probationary period.
N- vacancies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: noon, Friday. Oct. 28. Employees bidding
on the listed positions are asked to please take
note of the posting deadline. (" indicates that
employees from within the department are
bidding and betng considered for the position.)

10·28-1

• Account Clark 1
PayRange4
Bursar's office

10-28-2

Electronic Technician 1
PayRange27
Computer Services
Permanent part-lime (35 hours per
week)

10-28-3

Food Senice Worker
Pay Range 1
Food Operatio:lS (academic year,
fuU·time)

10-28-4

Office Manager 1
PayRange28
Biological sciences

10-28·5

Typist2
PayRange4
Student Recreation Center
Nine-month. parl·time (20 hours
per week)

10-28-6

Typist2
PayRange4
Arts and Sciences
Grant funded parl·time position
(20 hours per week)

not allow television learning services to
do local productions for the cable. such
programs would be possible if a
University department had resources for
the project. Fitzgerald said.
Future plans for the channel include
linking the broadcast students in the
School of Mass Communication to
produce five-minute news breaks.
Special satellite conferences also will be
passible.
Three credit course offerings are being
scheduled for the channel next year.
Students will be able to study .. Ethnics in
America (Philosophy 102)," "Math for
Practical Purposes. (Math 111 )"or
""Oceanus (Biology 295)" next term. The
programs will be broadcast at several
different times each day to give the
students an opportunity to review a
specific lesson or learn the subject matter
at their convenience.
The first teleconference. "Alcohol: A
Special Report," was broadcast Oct. 1 7
for World Food Day.

Seminars are offered
Computer Services' series of Microsoft
Works seminars have been expanded.
Upcoming seminars are: "Microsoft Works
Spreadsheet." Oct. 31 • and also Nov. 14;
"Microsoft Works Word Processing," Nov.
7; and "Microsoft Works Database, Nov. 9.
All of the seminars are from 1 :30-3:30
p.m. in 247 Technology Building. To
register or for more information, contact
the secretary in 241 Math Science at
372-2102_
The "Microsoft Works Word Processing
on the MAC" seminar covers the basics of
creating, editing and formating documents
using the word processor module included
in Microsoft Works.
The "Microsoft Works Database on the
MAC" seminar covers the basics of
creating and managing a database using
Microsoft Works_
The "Microsoft Works Spreadsheet on
the MAC" seminar covers the basics of
creating and managing a spreadsheet using
Microsoft Works.
Prior Macintosh experience or
attendance at the "Getting Started on the
Macintosh" seminar is recommended for all
four seminars.

Note upcoming holidays
For planning purposes, Personnei
Support Services has announced the
following ho6day schedule for 1989.
Holidays to be observed are Monday,
Jan. 2, New Year's Day; Monday, Jan. 16.
Martin Luther King Day; Monday, May 29,
Memorial Day; Tuesday, July 4,
Independence Day; Monday, Sept. 4,
Labor Day; Friday, Nov. 10, Veterans' Day;
Thursday, Nov. 23, Thanksgiving Day;
Friday, Nov. 24, reassignment of
Presidents' Day, a floating holiday;
Monday, Dec. 25, Christmas Day;
Tuesday, Dec. 26, reassignment of
Columbus Day. a floating holiday.
Holidays that fall on a Sunday are
observed on the following Monday and
holidays that fall on a Saturday are
observed on the preceding Friday.

For sale
WBGU-TV has for sale one Ziyad
Paperjet 400 feeder. Tne feeder is
compatible with Hewlett Packard Laserjet
Series I printers. The Paperjet 400 adds
two 1 7 5 sheet paper trays and an
envelope tray to a laserjet printer.
For more information. call 372-2700 or
372-7001.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positions are available:
Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Michael A.J. Rodgers (2-2034 ). Deadline: Nov. 1 .
Psychology: Assistant professor. Contact the psychology department (2-23011. Deadline: Nov.
~ 8. Atso. assistant professor (anticipated). Contact CharlesJ. Cranny (2-2301 ). Deadline: Feb. 1
if or fullest consideration).
Romance Languages: Instructor (temporary, fulHl!Tlej. Contact Diane Pretzer (2·2667).
Deadline. Jan.1.
-;'he following administrative positions are available:
Intercollegiate Athletics: Assistant sports information director. Contact sports information
c1rector. cio athletic department (2-2401 ). Extended deadline: Oct. 24.
Student Affairs: Director. Program for the Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. Contact
Annmarie Heidi (2-2558). Deadline: Nov. 1.

I

/
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vehicles are produced, 5:30 p.m .• Channel 27.
International Film Series, "Andrei Rublev," 8
p.m .. Gish Rm Theater. Hanna Hall. The film is
either dubbed or in the original language with
subtitles. Free.

Tuesday, Oct. 25
PH.D. Final Exam, ''Techniques for Increasing
the Response Rate from Mailed Questionnaires
sent to Black Undergraduate Colege Students."
by Karen Martin Vannorsdall, Colege of
Education and Alied Professions, 1 O am .•
226C Education.
WBGU Program, "Universi1y Forum," with
host Michael Marsden talking with Phi
o·eorinor. director of creative writing, about his
new novel, Defending Civiization, 5:30 p.m.,
Channel27.
American Statistical Association,
"Goodness-of-fit Tests for Multivariate
Nonnaiity." by Philip J. Ward. NFC Research.
tNc., 7:30 p.m.. 459 Math Science.
Trumpet Ensemble, 8 p.m.• Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
ProgressiYe Student Organization Meeting,
9 p.m .• United Clvistian Fellowship Center, 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.

Wednesday, Oct. 26
Music Education Conference, 8 am.-5 p.m ..
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical A.ts Center.
PH.D. Final Exam, "Can a Reduced Selection
Task be Used to Train Disconfirmalion?," by
Carol A. Tolbert. psychology. 9 a.m .•
conference room, Psychology Building.
Meet the President, open disci ISslon with
President Olscamp, noon. McFaD Assembly
Room, McFall Center.
Soccllf, vs. Michigan State. 3 p.m., Mickey
Cochrane Field.
Biology Seminar, "Testing for Gametophytic
Selection in Flowering Plants," by Or. Alison
Snow. Ohio State University, 3:30 p.m .. 112
Life Science Building.
Chemistry Seminar, "Surfactant-mediated
Protein HPlC," by Donald Wellaufer. University
of Delaware, 4:30 p.m .• 70 Overman Hal.
WBGU Program, "'Art Beat," host Marcia
Brown interviews crassical pianist, Robert
Guralnik, 5:30 p.m., Channel 27.
Faculty Artist Series, featuring tenor Rex
Elkum and soprano Virginia Starr. 8 p.m .. Bryan
Recital HaD, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Production, "Night Mother.·· 8 p.m ..
405 University Hal,. TICl<ets $2.
Debate on Foreign Policy, debate focuses on
foreign policy views of Bush and Dukakis,
sponsored by the lntemationaf Relations
Organization, 9 p.m .• 21 O Math Science.

Thursday, Oct. 27
WBGU Program, 'TllOO Out," with host Larry
Weiss interviewing head football coach Moe
Ankney. 5:30 p.m .. Channel 27.
Hockey, vs.Western Michigan. 7:30 p.m .. Ice
Arena.
Tuba Ensemble, 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Fiction and Poetry Readings, writer James
Thomas and poet David Adams read from their
works, 8 p m . 115 Education Building. Free.
Theatre Production. "Night Mother,·· 8 p.m ..
405 University Hall. Tickets $2.
Campus Movie, ""The Wolf-Man," 9 p.m .. Gish
Film Theater. Hanna Hall. Free.

Oct. 31, 1988

/

Date book
WBGU Program, "Ohio Business Outlcok." a
tour of the plant where Airstream recreational

Bowling Green State University

/

Faculty. staff and students received a good dose of healthy information at Health Fair
1988, held Oct. 18 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. A variety of information displays
and health screenings were available. Receiving a cholesterol test from Barb Schoener
(right). Student Health Services. is Ruth Mass (left). an administrative secretary at
Student Health Services and coordinator of the fair.

Monday, Oct. 24

Vol. XII.. No. 18

Friday, Oct. 28
Graduate Student lunch, noon. United
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstin. $1.
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Holiday Im,
1550 E. Wooster.
Men's and Women's Swimming, Tom Stubbs
Relays. noon and 6 p.m .• Student Recreation

Center.
Arts and Sciences Forum Luncheon, "Living
at the Sunset Hour: Voices of Mother Africa," by
Or. Leland Roloff. Northwestern University.
12:30 p.m., Alunni Room, University Union.
Fall Festini, "Hear Our Voice: An Exploration
of South African life and Literature." events start
at 1 p.m.• Joe E. Brown Theatre, University Han.
Colloqlum, "'Leadership Perceptions and
Mobility," by Dr. Robert Lord, University of
Akron. 1 :30 p.m .• 112 Life Science Building.
Faculty Open House, sponsored by Or. Eloise
Clalk, Vice President for Academic Affairs, 4-6
p.m .. Pheasant Room, University Union.
WBGU Program, "Viewpoint," with host Larry
Whatley, discl ISsing the theory that drugs don't
affect "clean" people, 5:30 p.m .. Channel 27.
Lauren Hutton Retrospec:tiYa Fiim Series,
"American Gigolo," 7 p.m., Gish Film Theater.
Hockey, vs. Western Michigan. 7:30 p.m .• Ice
Arena.
Planetarium Show, "The Mars Show," 8
p.m.• University Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Soprano Recital, by Jocelyn McDonald, 8
p.m.. Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Theatre Production, -Night Mother ... 8 p.m .•
404 University HaD. Tickets $2.
UAO Weekend Morias., "Moonstruck." at 8
and 1 0 p.m .• "The Lost Boys,·· at midnight, 21 O
Math Science Building. Admission is $1 .50 with
University I. D.

Saturday, Oct. 29
Fall Festival, "Hear Our Voice: An Exploration
of South African Life and Literature ... events start
at 8:30a.m .• 3rd Floor, University Union.
Math Day, sponsored by the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics. 9:30am .• 210
Math Science BuikflllQ. For more information
contact Jack Hayden, 372-7 458.
Football, vs. Miami. Parents Day, Varsity BG
Day, 1 :30 p.m., Doyt Perry Field.
Planetarium Show, "The Mars Show," 2
p.m .. University Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
UAO Weekend Mo'lie, ""Moonstruck," at 8
and 10 p.m .• and ''The Lost Boys ... at midnight.
210 Math Science Building. Admission is$1.50
with University 1.0.
Theatre Production, ""Night Mcther:- 8 p.m ..
405 University Hal. Tickets $2.
Parents Day Show, "The lettermen," 8 p.m ..
Anderson Arena.

Sunday, Oct. 30
Planetarium Show, "The Mars Show," 7:30
p.m., University Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Faculty Oboe Recital, by John Bentley, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital HaD. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Oct. 31
International Film Series, 'The King and his
Jester," 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
The film is either dubbed or in the original
language with English subtitles. Free.

New operations
vice president to
start in January

An innovative
project marks
festival's return
For more than a decade Steven
Pevnick has been working on perfecting
a computer-run, programmable
free-falling water droplet fountain. And.
at the ninth annual New Music and Art
Festival this week, he will unveil the
latest innovative turn his "Rainfall
Project" has taken.
The whole thing started when
Pevnick. who formerly worked for F.
Buckminster Fuller. the McDonneli
Douglas Aircraft Corp. and--as a toy
designer--for CEMREL. decided to
explore the sculptural movement of
sound in an environmental space. When
he realized that falling water could
create visual as well as aural images. the
project quickly took on new dimensions.
·'The important revelation for me was
that this was a process of isolating
nature at a very rare and beautiful
moment as art." says the designer who
has developed a kinetic machine that,
with the assistance of a computer
programmer and an electrical engineer.
produces the imagery he seeks.
Pevnic, who teaches design at the
University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.
has received nine grants in the past
eight years. including two fellowships
from the National Endowment for the
Arts and an equipment grant from the
Digital Equipment Corp .• that have
enabled him to continue to refine the
fountain.
Now Pevnick is collaborating with
W!SCOnsin music faculty member and
composer Yehuda Yannay to present an
interactive music synthesizer/fountain
sculpture performance_
The world premiere of Yannay's new
composition for water sculpture and
music synthesizer will take place Friday
(Nov_ 4) at the School of Art. one of
three sites for events during the New
Music and Art Festival on Thursday
through Saturday (Nov. 3-5).
Yannay and Pevnick will give a brief
introduction to the work at 7 p.m. Friday
(Nov. 4) in 204 Frne Arts Building; the
concert will follow at 7:30 p.m_ in the

ConUnued on page 4

It may look like abstract art. or maybe initially it looks 6ke a plain waterfall. But the
"Rainfall Project. "which wiD be featured at the New Music and Art Festival this week.
is actually a high-tee.ti. computerized sculpture and fountain which wiD be linked to a
music synthesizer for one of the many performances scheduled during the three-day
festival.

The physical plant director at Louisiana
State University has been named vice
p~esident for operations President
o:scamp announced last week.
Robert L. Martin. who has been at LSU
since 1 983, will begin his new duties at
Bo·Nling Green in January. He succeeds
Dr. Karl Vogt who this fall returned to
full-time teaching in the College of
Bus;ness Administration after five years
21s vice president.
The appointment is subject to approval
of the Board of Trustees which next will
meet Dec. 16.
"Bob Martin comes to Bowling Green
extremely qualified to head our
orierations area, having directed physical
p1ant operations for 1 O years at two
universities and managing physical and
maintenance facilities at several U.S.
military bases during 20 years in the U.S.
Air Force," Olscamp said.
"His ability to communicate and work
with employees comes highly
recommended and that's important at
Bowling Green where emp:oyees and
management have always had a close
working relationship," Olscamp added.
Olscamp said Martin will be visiting the
campus periodically before January to
familiarize himself with the oi:>_erations
area.
At Bowling Green. Martin will be
responsible for a division of the University
that has 600 employees and a S30
million budget. The operations area
includes plant operations and
maintenance. auxiliary services such as
the bookstore and the University Union,
public safety. personnel and capital
planning.
Prior to his present assignment at LSU.
Martin was associate director of the
physical plant at the University of Florida.
Following his 1959 graduation from the
University of Cincinnati with a mechanical
engineering degree, Martin entered the
U.S. Air Force. During his 20 year career
he directed the facility and maintenance
operations of Air Force bases in lndiana,
Korea and Arkansas.
Martin also has a master's degree in
operations management which he earned
at the University of Arkansas in 1978.

Staff prepares
campus for cold
From one extreme weather condition
to another. for some University
employees dealing with the elements is
all part of the job.
During the past summer months,
grounds crews. custodianS and plant
operations and maintenance staff have
helped the University through the heat
by watering, cleaning, maintaining air
conditioners and a wide range of other
duties. Now as the temperatures drop.
these same crews are preparing the
campus for winter.
Bill NorriS. chief engineer at the
heating plant, has to keep a careful eye
on the weather, especially during the
freezing months. He is responsible for
keeping University buikfings and
residence halls warm by burning more
than 20,000 tons of coal a year at the
plant.
Frve trucks piled high with coal from
the Ohio River area fine the drive to the
heating plant each morning Monday

Continued on page 3
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Bob Whitman, stationary engineer. checks the fire in one of the boilers at the Univ:r&ty's heating plant. ~ore than 20. 000 tons of
coal keeps fires burning at the plant
year and keep campus buildinps and reSldence haDs warm dunng the wrnter months.

eacl!

Wife to accept degree for husband

University honors author of frontier stories
Louis L'Amour, author of American
frontier life novels. will be posthumously
awarded an honorary doctor of literature
degree by the University Friday (No»· 4).
The ceremony will
take place during the
Midwest American
Culture
Association/Popular
Culture Association
conference being
hosted by Bowling
Green Thursday
through Saturday
(Nov. 3-5).
I
The writer, who is ' - - - " - - L - - - being recognized
Louis L'Amour
for his contribution to the art of storytelling
over the past half century, was nominated
for the degree by Bowling Green faculty
before his death in June after a battle with
cancer. His widow, Kathy, will accept the
award during ceremonies at 5 p.m. in the
Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall.
L'Amour wrote 101 books and
approximately 200 million copies are in
print in various countries and languages
around the world. He is the "third
best-selling author of all time." behind
Harold Robbins and Irving Wallace.
according to Time magazine.
He is perhaps best known for his saga of
the Sackett family; more than 20 novels
detailing the adventures of the frontier clan.
"L'Amourfelt from the beginning that the
history of the American West had been
skewed by falsehood and
misrepresentation, especially of the Indian,
and he set out to singlehandedly correct

.~

the history of the West in both the scholarly
and the popular mind," said Dr. Ray
Bmwne. popular culture.
The author also adapted his novels to
television and film scripts. Approximately
30 of his stories have been turned into
movies, including "How the West Was
Won." "Hondo" and "The Burning Hills."
He wrote poetry, some of which is
collected in a book called Smoke from This
Altar and many of his short stories have
appeared in major magazines.
Although most people thought of him as a
writer of Westerns, L'Amour did not like
being stereotyped. ··11 you are going to
characterize my stories I would prefer to
have them called stories of the frontier." he
said.
"I don"t like being pigeonholed," he said
in a Time interview. "I don"t like people
saying they·ve got anyone or anything
figured out completely."

As though in response to such
stereotyping, one of L'Amour"s last
novels, Last of the Breed, is set in Siberia
and includes references to Mikhail
Gorbachev. The main character, Maj. Joe
Makatozi, an Air Force pilot of
Sioux/Cheyenne Indian descent, is forced
to land in Siberia and works feverishly to
escape, throwing his Soviet pursuers off
his trail by strapping elk hooves to his feet.
L'Amour's novels are marked by a strict
attention to detail. He was known for his
extensive research, which made his
scenes and characters authentic. Critic
Ned Smith was quoted in Contemporary

Authors as saying L'Amour's books arc
"an education as well as an entertainment."
Ben Yagoda. another critic, commented,
" ... his books are fuU of geographical and
historical information; a Stanford geology
professor is said to assign one of them to
his students every year.··
Born Louis Dearborn Lamoore on March
22. 1908, the writer had a colorful
background. Usually described as
self-educated, he dropped out of school at
the age of 15, traveled the world as a
longshoreman and elephant handler, and
worked as a miner, lumberjack and cattle
skinner. He became a professional
light-heavyweight boxer with a win-loss
record of 51-8, and served in the U.S.
Army from 1942-1946, reaching the rank
of first lieutenant.
Among other honors, L'Amour was
awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom by President Ronald Reagan and
was selected to receive the National Gold
Medal, a Congressional award, for his
lifetime of literary achievement.
--Mary Robinson

Author's works shown
A display on the life and works of writer
Louis L'Amour can be viewed in the display
case located near the circulation desk at
Jerome Library. It will be on view through
Nov. 11 and is presented in conjunction
with the University's award of a
posthumous honorary doctor of literature
degree to the author.

Seventy-six participants, including 25
college presidents and chancellors, were
in Toledo recently for a
University-sponsored two-day symposium
on "'The Effective College President."
Keynote speakers for the symposium,
held at the Radisson Hotel, were Martha
Tack, educational administration and
supervision, and James L. Fisher,
president emeritus of the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education,
who jointly presented a paper based on a
national study. The paper was one of six
commissioned by the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education,
U.S. Department of Education, for the
1988-89 APSE Lecture Series.
The program also included presentations
by seven outstanding college
administrators, and several roundtable
discussions. President Olscamp gave the
welcoming address.
The APSE lecture was based on a
national survey to identify the men and
women who were deemed by their peers to
be the most effective college presidents in
Martha Tack, educational administration and supervision, and James L F"ISher (right),
the country. Tack and Fisher, along with
president
emeritus of the ColDlcil for Advancement and Support of Education, were joined
Karen Wheeler, a recent doctoral graduate
by
President
Olscamp at a two-day symposium on "The Effective College President,"
of Bowfmg Green, conducted the survey in
held recently in Toledo.
1 985-8 7 _They found that only about 15
percent of the nation's 2.800 presidents
extemporaneously as often as their
they contend. As a result, the person
were considered by their peers and
representative counterparts.
elected to serve as the coUege president is
selected experts to be "effective. Only 95
-Effective presidents exhibit less regard
often the one to whom no one strongly
presidents, or approximately three
for the organizational structure of their
objects.
percent, were identified by three or more
institution. While they believe there should
··Tue process has become more
of their co!Jeagues as being "'effective
be a hierarchy and a chain of command to
important than the outcome," Dr. Fisher
leaders."
facilitate the smooth operation of the
said.
The researchers authored a book, based
university, they will not be "'boxed in" by
They advised that membership on search
on their findings which was recently
organizational constraints.
committees be composed primarily of
released by Macmillan Publishing Co.,
-Effective presidents tend to have a
members of the board of trustees. Faculty
entitled The Effective College President.
broad vision for higher education-what it
and alumni should have a voice, but not a
··we found, through our written
should become. the services it should
majority, either in spirit or numbers.
questionnaire and personal interviews with
provide, the contribution it should make.
Students and staff should be omitted, along
effective leaders, that the outstanding
-Effectice presidents befleve more
with the outgoing president, they said.
college presidents do exhibit personal,
strongly in the importance of respect than
·'The process should be as confidential
professional and SOCial characteristics that
coDegiality or popularity.
as possible, and guided by an
differ from typical presidents, .. Tack said.
-Effective leaders are more concerned
experienced, outside consultant who
"Many of our findings are contrary to
with results than either affiriation or
understands higher education, as wen as
commonly-held assumptions."
personal recognition.
the presidency,·· according to the FIPSE
Some of the findings include:
-Effective presidents are more inclined to paper.
-Effective college president$ were found
encourage staff and faculty to take risks; to
Fisher and Tack also advocated
to be very self-confident and very positive
think differently; to be creative; and to
additional research regarding leadership
in their thinking. They believe in their ablTrty
share their thoughts. no matter how
education.
to make a difference in the world, and they
diverse. These presidents try to surround
'"Given the fact that such a small
tend to worl<; countless hours to achieve
themselves with excee<fmgly able people
percentage of today's presidents were
their goals.
who are futurists, and who would be
identified as 'effective' leaders, and the
-Effective presidents also are w.Bing to
considered ""different" by conventional
suggestion from our study that effective
take risks, but they are not reckless.
standards.
presidents may not be in the mainstream, a
Rather, they tend to act more out of
While sharing their findings with
different approach to leadership education
informed insight than from documented
symposium participants. Fisher and Tack
needs to be taken," they said. ··current
strategic plans.
also made some recommendations for
preparatory programs are wanting in both
·Effective presidents also are careful
strengthening the presidency so that good
substance and cfirection, because most are
about what they say and do. They are
leaders could be more effective.
based on untested assumptions, relatively
aware that their words and actions send
Presidential searches and evaluations
superflCial constructs, and mainstream
messages to others, so they do not speak
, have come to involve too many people,
practices."

Popular culture
enthusiasts to
meet on campus
From Marilyn Monroe to Polish
perceptions of the American West to the
use of recreational drugs in Puritan
England--these diverse topics and more
will be discussed this week (Nov. 3-5) at
the Midwest American Culture
Association/Popular Culture Association
Conference.
Top midwestern scholars will gather at
the University for more than 225
presentations on a variety of popular and
American culture subjects Thursday
through Saturday.
A panel discussion about romance fiction
wiU be featured with Tahti Carter, senior
editor at Harlequin American Romances,
and local romance writers participating.
The exchange will be held in the Jerome
Library Conference Room at 7 p.m.
Thursday (Nov. 3).
A special presentation by the University
of Toledo's Thomas Barden, "Butcher
Week on an Ohio Family Farm," will be held
at 11 a.m. Thursday in the University
Union's Alumni Room. Barden will show a
documentary about butcher week on the
farm of Luther and Kathy Garbers of
Wauseon.
Other presentations will be held in the
union starting at 1 :30 p.m. on Thursday
and 9 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. Some
of the subjects include "Return to Twelve
Oaks: "Southern Living Magazine· as
Guardian of the Old South Myth;" '"The
Portrayal of Older People in Warner
Brothers Cartoons;" "TV and Presidential
Politics 1948-1968;'" ""Elvis Presley and
the Myth of America;" and "Parents
Complain About Textbooks.··
The conference is sponsored by the
Midwest Popular Culture Association.
··popular culture is the mass culture; the
culture of everyday life as opposed to elite
culture," commented Pat Browne, program
coordinator and editor of the Popular
Press.
The National American Culture and
Popular Culture Association Conference
will be held in St. Louis, Mo., in April.
Another special conference event
includes the awarding of an honorary
doctorate degree to Louis L·Amour, a
prolific author of frontier novels.
There is a registration fee of $25 for all
conference events, except the panel
discussion on romance fiction and the
event honoring L'Amour, which are both
free and open to the public. Admission is
free for students.

Alverno College
presents Shrude
its alumna award

.

Monitor survey
The Office of Public Relations is conducting a survey to determine the use and
information value of Monitor. The cooperation of faculty. administrative and classified
staff in answering the following questions will be greatly appreciated.
Please return the completed survey through campus mail to: Monitor. Public
Relations. no later than Nov. 7.
(This same survey was published in the Oct. 24 issue of the Monitor. Do not fill out
this survey if you have already answered the previous one.)

11 . Do you find Monitor·s content to be repetitive of other news sources?
yes

no

1 2. If you answered yes to the abo·1e question. do you belie11e Monitor's stories are
more detailed and ·1aluable to you than those from other news sources?
yes

no

sometimes

13. Do you use Monitor as a source for:
Answer as many of the questions as apply to you.

University events?
policy decisions?

1. Please indicate your job classification:

Administrative Staff Council
Board of Trustees
Classified Staff Council
Faculty Senate
Undergraduate Council

2. Do you receive your Monitoron Mondays?
no

If "no." do you ask where it is?
yes

yes

3. How regularly do you read Monitor?
sometimes

1 -2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5
1-2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5

15. Do you think Monitor should print all faculty/staff grants. recognitions,
publications and presentation notices?

no

always

no
no

14. Please rank the following on a scale cf 1 to 5 ( 1 = very important; 5 = not
important) according to their importance to you for Monitor coverage.

faculty
administrative staff
classified staff

yes

yes
yes

occasionally

very rarely

4. If you answered "very rarely," please explain the main reason you do not usually
read Monitor.

no

If "no." why not?_
16. What subjects would you like lo read more about?

1 7. What subjects would you like to read less about?
--- -

5. How much of each issue do you usually read?
-

cover to cover
about half
occasional articles
only articles pertaining to my department
just skim through it

-

---

-------------~-----------

---

-----~---

----- -----------

18. What is your opinion of Monitor·s use of photographs (subjects. placement. size.
amount, etc.)? ____________ - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ _

of its general
appearance? ___________________

6. Do you read Monitor:
in one sitting
over a period of time
7. Do you discuss stories in Monitor with co-worl<;ers?
yes

of the writing
quality? ______________________________

no

8. How informatrve is Monitor?

19. Do you think that the University's administration has any influence on the
Monitor's content?

exceUent

good

much

fair
poor

some

flttle

-

none

20. If you have any comments. or would like to further explain any previous answers.
please use the space provided below to do so.__ _________ _ _ _____ _

9. How accurate is Monitor's content?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

excellent

good

----------

fair
poor

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -

-------- -----------

------- ------

1 O. Do you find Monitor's stories to be:

Dr. Manlyn Shrude, musical arts, was
selected to receive the 1988 Outstanding
Alumna Award from the Alverno College
Alumna Association. She was honored by
her alma mater in recognition of her
considerable service and professional
contributions to the field of music.
Shrude, a composer and pianist, was
invited to participate in an alumnae concert
and attend an Outstanding Alumna Award
luncheon Oct. 29 at the women's college,
which is located in Milwaukee, WISC.
A 1969 graduate of Alverno College,
Shrude earned a master's degree in 1972
and a doctoral degree in 1984 from
Northwestern University. Since 19 7 7 she
has taught music composition at Bowring
Green where she is a co-director of the
University's highly regarded New Music
and Art Festival.
In 1984 she became the first woman
ever to win the prestigious Kennedy
Center Friedheim Award for Orchestral
Music. Her honors also include the Faricy
Award for Creative Music; a 1985 Phi
Kappa Phi Award for Creative
Achievement; an Individual Artist Award
from the Ohio Arts Council for the
1985-86 academic year; and a 1987
Distinguished Teaching Award.
Her most recent commissions include
new works for the Fox Valley Symphony
and the St. Louis Orchestra "On Stage··
series. Her music compositions have been
recorded on the Orion, Ohio Brassworks
and Access labels.

very current

somewhat current

through Friday_ Norris said 88 tons of
coal were burned a day last week, while
an average of 180 tons are burned a
day during the winter months. The plant
bums approximately 35 tons a day
during the summer.
"It has been a while since rve had lo
start burning this much coal this early in
the faD. •• Norris said. He is predicting
this winter will have more snow than
usual since there was not much
precipitation during the summer.
The plant heats almost every building
on campus. Norris said he usually orders
the same amount of coal each year, but
depending on the temperatures,
sometimes has to put in extra orders
during particularly cold winters.
··1 always worry about running out of
coal toward the end of the season.
There are nights I haven"! slept because
our supply has gotten low and I wasn't
sure where I was going to get more," he
said. ··Almost every winter there is a
period when we have difficulty getting
coal, usuaBy around the holidays when
truckers aren't as wilrmg to drive an the
way to Bowfmg Green with one load ...
Fourteen employees keep four boilers
burning throughout the cold months.
They also have to watch the-sulphur

out of date

content of the coal and use a variety of
chemicals and procedures to stay within
Environmental Protection Agency
standards. ··There is a lot of high
technology involved in this, .. Norris said.
··11 has become quite a science ...
In autumn. the main concern of the
grounds crew is leaf pick-up. '"We
wouldn't have much of a problem if all
the leaves came down at once ... Randy
Gallier. grounds coordinator, said. ··sut
it takes us four to frve weeks ot
continual work to get everything swept
up:·
Gallier said the campus is divided into
13 areas with a groundskeeper
responsible for each area. The
University has two tractors, two trailers
and a backpack blower to help gather
the leaves. The piles are dumped in a
field behind inventory control where it
eventually becomes mulch and is later
used on garden areas or to fiU in
low-lying areas ..
Also in the faD, grounds crews trim
shrubs and trees, clean out flower beds
and pick up debris.
Building custocfians also gain a few
extra duties with the approaching cold
weather. Mike Sawyer, assiStant
director of plant operations and

• Remember, please return the survey by Nov. 7.

maintenance, said an floors are given a
special finish to protect them from salt.
ice and snow. Extra mats are placed by
doorways and each building is supplied
with snow shovels and de-icers.
In addition. he said all the windows in
each buiiding are washed.
Now that air conditioners are no longer
needed. refrigeration crews have been

kept busy draining towers on each
building's cooling system unit. According
to Mike Malinowski. refrigeration
supervisor. when the warm weather
ends, the units cannot simply just be
turned off for the winter. They must be
drained and parts filled with anti-freeze.
··1rs no !lttle job, .. he said.

Program can estimate your retirement benefits
The State Teachers Retirement System
has developed a computer software
program called RETIRE, which can be used
to gain an estimate of an individual's
retirement benefits.
The following information is needed to
use RETIRE: either highest three years of
earnigs or final average salary: total years
of service credit at retirement: and
birthdate of beneficiary (if applicable).
STAS cautions that the software program
provides only an estimate and that final
benefits calculations will be made by STAS
at the time of retirement. The program is
self-instructional and very easy to operate.
The RETIRE disk may be used in the
faculty-staff computer workroom in 1 02
Hayes Hall. The usual hours for the

computer room are 8:30 a m.-8:30 pm .
Monday-Friday. with some Satur~y and
Sunday hours.

Arts are

recogn~d

The University will host a nat~
conference Thursday and Fri~v.
3-4) for directors of a network of•::
arts-in-education programs.
·t:
The administrators manage inSatutes
affiliated with the educational dMSion of
Lincoln Center for Performing Alts in New
York City.
Dr. Michael Moore, director of Arts
Unlimited, and Mark Schubart, director of
the Lincoln Center lnstiMe, are co-chairs
of the meeting.

..

Wife to accept degree for husband

University honors author of frontier stories
Louis L'Amour, author of American
frontier life novels. will be posthumously
awarded an honorary doctor of literature
degree by the University Friday (No»· 4).
The ceremony will
take place during the
Midwest American
Culture
Association/Popular
Culture Association
conference being
hosted by Bowling
Green Thursday
through Saturday
(Nov. 3-5).
I
The writer, who is ' - - - " - - L - - - being recognized
Louis L'Amour
for his contribution to the art of storytelling
over the past half century, was nominated
for the degree by Bowling Green faculty
before his death in June after a battle with
cancer. His widow, Kathy, will accept the
award during ceremonies at 5 p.m. in the
Gish Film Theater in Hanna Hall.
L'Amour wrote 101 books and
approximately 200 million copies are in
print in various countries and languages
around the world. He is the "third
best-selling author of all time." behind
Harold Robbins and Irving Wallace.
according to Time magazine.
He is perhaps best known for his saga of
the Sackett family; more than 20 novels
detailing the adventures of the frontier clan.
"L'Amourfelt from the beginning that the
history of the American West had been
skewed by falsehood and
misrepresentation, especially of the Indian,
and he set out to singlehandedly correct

.~

the history of the West in both the scholarly
and the popular mind," said Dr. Ray
Bmwne. popular culture.
The author also adapted his novels to
television and film scripts. Approximately
30 of his stories have been turned into
movies, including "How the West Was
Won." "Hondo" and "The Burning Hills."
He wrote poetry, some of which is
collected in a book called Smoke from This
Altar and many of his short stories have
appeared in major magazines.
Although most people thought of him as a
writer of Westerns, L'Amour did not like
being stereotyped. ··11 you are going to
characterize my stories I would prefer to
have them called stories of the frontier." he
said.
"I don"t like being pigeonholed," he said
in a Time interview. "I don"t like people
saying they·ve got anyone or anything
figured out completely."

As though in response to such
stereotyping, one of L'Amour"s last
novels, Last of the Breed, is set in Siberia
and includes references to Mikhail
Gorbachev. The main character, Maj. Joe
Makatozi, an Air Force pilot of
Sioux/Cheyenne Indian descent, is forced
to land in Siberia and works feverishly to
escape, throwing his Soviet pursuers off
his trail by strapping elk hooves to his feet.
L'Amour's novels are marked by a strict
attention to detail. He was known for his
extensive research, which made his
scenes and characters authentic. Critic
Ned Smith was quoted in Contemporary

Authors as saying L'Amour's books arc
"an education as well as an entertainment."
Ben Yagoda. another critic, commented,
" ... his books are fuU of geographical and
historical information; a Stanford geology
professor is said to assign one of them to
his students every year.··
Born Louis Dearborn Lamoore on March
22. 1908, the writer had a colorful
background. Usually described as
self-educated, he dropped out of school at
the age of 15, traveled the world as a
longshoreman and elephant handler, and
worked as a miner, lumberjack and cattle
skinner. He became a professional
light-heavyweight boxer with a win-loss
record of 51-8, and served in the U.S.
Army from 1942-1946, reaching the rank
of first lieutenant.
Among other honors, L'Amour was
awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom by President Ronald Reagan and
was selected to receive the National Gold
Medal, a Congressional award, for his
lifetime of literary achievement.
--Mary Robinson

Author's works shown
A display on the life and works of writer
Louis L'Amour can be viewed in the display
case located near the circulation desk at
Jerome Library. It will be on view through
Nov. 11 and is presented in conjunction
with the University's award of a
posthumous honorary doctor of literature
degree to the author.

Seventy-six participants, including 25
college presidents and chancellors, were
in Toledo recently for a
University-sponsored two-day symposium
on "'The Effective College President."
Keynote speakers for the symposium,
held at the Radisson Hotel, were Martha
Tack, educational administration and
supervision, and James L. Fisher,
president emeritus of the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education,
who jointly presented a paper based on a
national study. The paper was one of six
commissioned by the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education,
U.S. Department of Education, for the
1988-89 APSE Lecture Series.
The program also included presentations
by seven outstanding college
administrators, and several roundtable
discussions. President Olscamp gave the
welcoming address.
The APSE lecture was based on a
national survey to identify the men and
women who were deemed by their peers to
be the most effective college presidents in
Martha Tack, educational administration and supervision, and James L F"ISher (right),
the country. Tack and Fisher, along with
president
emeritus of the ColDlcil for Advancement and Support of Education, were joined
Karen Wheeler, a recent doctoral graduate
by
President
Olscamp at a two-day symposium on "The Effective College President,"
of Bowfmg Green, conducted the survey in
held recently in Toledo.
1 985-8 7 _They found that only about 15
percent of the nation's 2.800 presidents
extemporaneously as often as their
they contend. As a result, the person
were considered by their peers and
representative counterparts.
elected to serve as the coUege president is
selected experts to be "effective. Only 95
-Effective presidents exhibit less regard
often the one to whom no one strongly
presidents, or approximately three
for the organizational structure of their
objects.
percent, were identified by three or more
institution. While they believe there should
··Tue process has become more
of their co!Jeagues as being "'effective
be a hierarchy and a chain of command to
important than the outcome," Dr. Fisher
leaders."
facilitate the smooth operation of the
said.
The researchers authored a book, based
university, they will not be "'boxed in" by
They advised that membership on search
on their findings which was recently
organizational constraints.
committees be composed primarily of
released by Macmillan Publishing Co.,
-Effective presidents tend to have a
members of the board of trustees. Faculty
entitled The Effective College President.
broad vision for higher education-what it
and alumni should have a voice, but not a
··we found, through our written
should become. the services it should
majority, either in spirit or numbers.
questionnaire and personal interviews with
provide, the contribution it should make.
Students and staff should be omitted, along
effective leaders, that the outstanding
-Effectice presidents befleve more
with the outgoing president, they said.
college presidents do exhibit personal,
strongly in the importance of respect than
·'The process should be as confidential
professional and SOCial characteristics that
coDegiality or popularity.
as possible, and guided by an
differ from typical presidents, .. Tack said.
-Effective leaders are more concerned
experienced, outside consultant who
"Many of our findings are contrary to
with results than either affiriation or
understands higher education, as wen as
commonly-held assumptions."
personal recognition.
the presidency,·· according to the FIPSE
Some of the findings include:
-Effective presidents are more inclined to paper.
-Effective college president$ were found
encourage staff and faculty to take risks; to
Fisher and Tack also advocated
to be very self-confident and very positive
think differently; to be creative; and to
additional research regarding leadership
in their thinking. They believe in their ablTrty
share their thoughts. no matter how
education.
to make a difference in the world, and they
diverse. These presidents try to surround
'"Given the fact that such a small
tend to worl<; countless hours to achieve
themselves with excee<fmgly able people
percentage of today's presidents were
their goals.
who are futurists, and who would be
identified as 'effective' leaders, and the
-Effective presidents also are w.Bing to
considered ""different" by conventional
suggestion from our study that effective
take risks, but they are not reckless.
standards.
presidents may not be in the mainstream, a
Rather, they tend to act more out of
While sharing their findings with
different approach to leadership education
informed insight than from documented
symposium participants. Fisher and Tack
needs to be taken," they said. ··current
strategic plans.
also made some recommendations for
preparatory programs are wanting in both
·Effective presidents also are careful
strengthening the presidency so that good
substance and cfirection, because most are
about what they say and do. They are
leaders could be more effective.
based on untested assumptions, relatively
aware that their words and actions send
Presidential searches and evaluations
superflCial constructs, and mainstream
messages to others, so they do not speak
, have come to involve too many people,
practices."

Popular culture
enthusiasts to
meet on campus
From Marilyn Monroe to Polish
perceptions of the American West to the
use of recreational drugs in Puritan
England--these diverse topics and more
will be discussed this week (Nov. 3-5) at
the Midwest American Culture
Association/Popular Culture Association
Conference.
Top midwestern scholars will gather at
the University for more than 225
presentations on a variety of popular and
American culture subjects Thursday
through Saturday.
A panel discussion about romance fiction
wiU be featured with Tahti Carter, senior
editor at Harlequin American Romances,
and local romance writers participating.
The exchange will be held in the Jerome
Library Conference Room at 7 p.m.
Thursday (Nov. 3).
A special presentation by the University
of Toledo's Thomas Barden, "Butcher
Week on an Ohio Family Farm," will be held
at 11 a.m. Thursday in the University
Union's Alumni Room. Barden will show a
documentary about butcher week on the
farm of Luther and Kathy Garbers of
Wauseon.
Other presentations will be held in the
union starting at 1 :30 p.m. on Thursday
and 9 a.m. on Friday and Saturday. Some
of the subjects include "Return to Twelve
Oaks: "Southern Living Magazine· as
Guardian of the Old South Myth;" '"The
Portrayal of Older People in Warner
Brothers Cartoons;" "TV and Presidential
Politics 1948-1968;'" ""Elvis Presley and
the Myth of America;" and "Parents
Complain About Textbooks.··
The conference is sponsored by the
Midwest Popular Culture Association.
··popular culture is the mass culture; the
culture of everyday life as opposed to elite
culture," commented Pat Browne, program
coordinator and editor of the Popular
Press.
The National American Culture and
Popular Culture Association Conference
will be held in St. Louis, Mo., in April.
Another special conference event
includes the awarding of an honorary
doctorate degree to Louis L·Amour, a
prolific author of frontier novels.
There is a registration fee of $25 for all
conference events, except the panel
discussion on romance fiction and the
event honoring L'Amour, which are both
free and open to the public. Admission is
free for students.

Alverno College
presents Shrude
its alumna award

.

Monitor survey
The Office of Public Relations is conducting a survey to determine the use and
information value of Monitor. The cooperation of faculty. administrative and classified
staff in answering the following questions will be greatly appreciated.
Please return the completed survey through campus mail to: Monitor. Public
Relations. no later than Nov. 7.
(This same survey was published in the Oct. 24 issue of the Monitor. Do not fill out
this survey if you have already answered the previous one.)

11 . Do you find Monitor·s content to be repetitive of other news sources?
yes

no

1 2. If you answered yes to the abo·1e question. do you belie11e Monitor's stories are
more detailed and ·1aluable to you than those from other news sources?
yes

no

sometimes

13. Do you use Monitor as a source for:
Answer as many of the questions as apply to you.

University events?
policy decisions?

1. Please indicate your job classification:

Administrative Staff Council
Board of Trustees
Classified Staff Council
Faculty Senate
Undergraduate Council

2. Do you receive your Monitoron Mondays?
no

If "no." do you ask where it is?
yes

yes

3. How regularly do you read Monitor?
sometimes

1 -2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5
1-2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5
1 -2-3-4-5

15. Do you think Monitor should print all faculty/staff grants. recognitions,
publications and presentation notices?

no

always

no
no

14. Please rank the following on a scale cf 1 to 5 ( 1 = very important; 5 = not
important) according to their importance to you for Monitor coverage.

faculty
administrative staff
classified staff

yes

yes
yes

occasionally

very rarely

4. If you answered "very rarely," please explain the main reason you do not usually
read Monitor.

no

If "no." why not?_
16. What subjects would you like lo read more about?

1 7. What subjects would you like to read less about?
--- -

5. How much of each issue do you usually read?
-

cover to cover
about half
occasional articles
only articles pertaining to my department
just skim through it

-

---

-------------~-----------

---

-----~---

----- -----------

18. What is your opinion of Monitor·s use of photographs (subjects. placement. size.
amount, etc.)? ____________ - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ _

of its general
appearance? ___________________

6. Do you read Monitor:
in one sitting
over a period of time
7. Do you discuss stories in Monitor with co-worl<;ers?
yes

of the writing
quality? ______________________________

no

8. How informatrve is Monitor?

19. Do you think that the University's administration has any influence on the
Monitor's content?

exceUent

good

much

fair
poor

some

flttle

-

none

20. If you have any comments. or would like to further explain any previous answers.
please use the space provided below to do so.__ _________ _ _ _____ _

9. How accurate is Monitor's content?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

excellent

good

----------

fair
poor

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -

-------- -----------

------- ------

1 O. Do you find Monitor's stories to be:

Dr. Manlyn Shrude, musical arts, was
selected to receive the 1988 Outstanding
Alumna Award from the Alverno College
Alumna Association. She was honored by
her alma mater in recognition of her
considerable service and professional
contributions to the field of music.
Shrude, a composer and pianist, was
invited to participate in an alumnae concert
and attend an Outstanding Alumna Award
luncheon Oct. 29 at the women's college,
which is located in Milwaukee, WISC.
A 1969 graduate of Alverno College,
Shrude earned a master's degree in 1972
and a doctoral degree in 1984 from
Northwestern University. Since 19 7 7 she
has taught music composition at Bowring
Green where she is a co-director of the
University's highly regarded New Music
and Art Festival.
In 1984 she became the first woman
ever to win the prestigious Kennedy
Center Friedheim Award for Orchestral
Music. Her honors also include the Faricy
Award for Creative Music; a 1985 Phi
Kappa Phi Award for Creative
Achievement; an Individual Artist Award
from the Ohio Arts Council for the
1985-86 academic year; and a 1987
Distinguished Teaching Award.
Her most recent commissions include
new works for the Fox Valley Symphony
and the St. Louis Orchestra "On Stage··
series. Her music compositions have been
recorded on the Orion, Ohio Brassworks
and Access labels.

very current

somewhat current

through Friday_ Norris said 88 tons of
coal were burned a day last week, while
an average of 180 tons are burned a
day during the winter months. The plant
bums approximately 35 tons a day
during the summer.
"It has been a while since rve had lo
start burning this much coal this early in
the faD. •• Norris said. He is predicting
this winter will have more snow than
usual since there was not much
precipitation during the summer.
The plant heats almost every building
on campus. Norris said he usually orders
the same amount of coal each year, but
depending on the temperatures,
sometimes has to put in extra orders
during particularly cold winters.
··1 always worry about running out of
coal toward the end of the season.
There are nights I haven"! slept because
our supply has gotten low and I wasn't
sure where I was going to get more," he
said. ··Almost every winter there is a
period when we have difficulty getting
coal, usuaBy around the holidays when
truckers aren't as wilrmg to drive an the
way to Bowfmg Green with one load ...
Fourteen employees keep four boilers
burning throughout the cold months.
They also have to watch the-sulphur

out of date

content of the coal and use a variety of
chemicals and procedures to stay within
Environmental Protection Agency
standards. ··There is a lot of high
technology involved in this, .. Norris said.
··11 has become quite a science ...
In autumn. the main concern of the
grounds crew is leaf pick-up. '"We
wouldn't have much of a problem if all
the leaves came down at once ... Randy
Gallier. grounds coordinator, said. ··sut
it takes us four to frve weeks ot
continual work to get everything swept
up:·
Gallier said the campus is divided into
13 areas with a groundskeeper
responsible for each area. The
University has two tractors, two trailers
and a backpack blower to help gather
the leaves. The piles are dumped in a
field behind inventory control where it
eventually becomes mulch and is later
used on garden areas or to fiU in
low-lying areas ..
Also in the faD, grounds crews trim
shrubs and trees, clean out flower beds
and pick up debris.
Building custocfians also gain a few
extra duties with the approaching cold
weather. Mike Sawyer, assiStant
director of plant operations and

• Remember, please return the survey by Nov. 7.

maintenance, said an floors are given a
special finish to protect them from salt.
ice and snow. Extra mats are placed by
doorways and each building is supplied
with snow shovels and de-icers.
In addition. he said all the windows in
each buiiding are washed.
Now that air conditioners are no longer
needed. refrigeration crews have been

kept busy draining towers on each
building's cooling system unit. According
to Mike Malinowski. refrigeration
supervisor. when the warm weather
ends, the units cannot simply just be
turned off for the winter. They must be
drained and parts filled with anti-freeze.
··1rs no !lttle job, .. he said.

Program can estimate your retirement benefits
The State Teachers Retirement System
has developed a computer software
program called RETIRE, which can be used
to gain an estimate of an individual's
retirement benefits.
The following information is needed to
use RETIRE: either highest three years of
earnigs or final average salary: total years
of service credit at retirement: and
birthdate of beneficiary (if applicable).
STAS cautions that the software program
provides only an estimate and that final
benefits calculations will be made by STAS
at the time of retirement. The program is
self-instructional and very easy to operate.
The RETIRE disk may be used in the
faculty-staff computer workroom in 1 02
Hayes Hall. The usual hours for the

computer room are 8:30 a m.-8:30 pm .
Monday-Friday. with some Satur~y and
Sunday hours.

Arts are

recogn~d

The University will host a nat~
conference Thursday and Fri~v.
3-4) for directors of a network of•::
arts-in-education programs.
·t:
The administrators manage inSatutes
affiliated with the educational dMSion of
Lincoln Center for Performing Alts in New
York City.
Dr. Michael Moore, director of Arts
Unlimited, and Mark Schubart, director of
the Lincoln Center lnstiMe, are co-chairs
of the meeting.

..

Festival to feature diverse events

Date book
Monday, Oct. 31
WBGU Program, ··Ohio Business Outlook.·· a
tour of the·Btyan. OhiO company which

pcoduces ··Etch-A-Sketch."" 5 30 p m.. Channel
27
South African literature Presentation,
"'Hear Our Vo+ce:· 7 :30 p.m .. McBride
Audllorium. Firelands Free.
Hockey, vs. Western Ontano. 7:30 p.m .. Ice
Arena.

International Film Series, '"The King and his
Jester.'" 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
The film is either dubbed or 111 the original
language with subbUes Free.
Campus Movie, "The Birds.·· 9 pm . 21 O
Math-Science Building. Admission S 1 with
BGSUIO

Ti.Jesday, Nov. 1
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2 30 pm .
Assembly Room. McFall Center
WBGU Program, "UmverSlly Forum." with
host Micheal Marsden tal""1g w1!h Or. Scott
Greer from the University cf W1sconsm abou!
"Sociology 1n the C•ty.'' 5:30 pm .. Channel 27
Planetarium Show. "The Mars Show."" 8
p m . Un:verS1ty Planetarium S 1 donation
suggested
Progressive Student Organization Meeting,
9 p.rn . Un:ted Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thur~t:n E•eryone welcome

VVednesday,Nov.2
Maintenance Seminar. "lnplant Lubrication
ana Maintenance Seminar ... sponsored by the
Society of Tnbolog1s!s and Lubrication
Engineers and the Ccilege of Technology. 8:30
am . Holielay Inn.
PH.D. Final Exam, "Desired Leadership
Behalrio:s ·)f University Presidents ... by Philip
Mason. Education Administration and
Supervision 9.30 a.m . 444 conference room.
Education Bwld1ng
Meet the President, open d1scusS1on with
President Oiscamp. noon. McFall Assembly
Room. McFall Center
Biology Seminar,· Population Biology of
Selected Temperate and Tropical Birds."" by Or.
Jelfrey Brawn. Smithson.an Tropical Research
Institute. 3 30 p.m . 112 Life Science Building.
Chemistry Seminar, "Chemical Elfects of
Uitra-Sound in Aqueo1...-s Solution."' by Peter
Riecz. National Institute of Health. 4:30 p.m .. 70
Overman Hall.
WBGU Program, ··Art Beat.·· with host Marcia
Brown. 5:30 pm . Channel 27.
Faculty Artist Series, featuring soprano Alma
Jean Smith, 8 p.m . Bryan Recital Hali. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Firelands College lecture, Dr. Allan
Lichtman. The American University in
Washington D.C .. speaks on ""Keys to the
Presidency."' 8 p.m .. College Gym. Firelands.
Free.

Thursday, Nov. 3
State Workshop, The Ohio Recreational
Sports Association. Student Recreation Center
and Ice Arena. For more information. caD
372-7479.
Music Master Class., by the Jubal Trio. 1
p.m.. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Administrative Staff Council, 1:30 p.m ..
Library Conference Room. Jerome Library.
G..A..S.P ~ gathering of administrative staff. 5-7
p.m .. upst;:irs of Solt Rock Cafe.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified posrtions are available:
New ncancies

Posting expiration oate for employees to
apply: noon. Fnda1. Nov. 4. Employees bidding
on the listed positions are asl<ed to please take
note of the posting deadline.
11-4-1

Secretary1
PayRange26
Education and Allied Professions
Permanent part· lime

WBGU Program, ""Tlllle Out."" with host Larry
Weiss reminiscing with Dwight Perry. and talking
with Jerry York and Moe Ankney. 5:30 p.m ..
Channel 27.
Concert. ""The New Technology--Music.
Computers and Lasers.·· by Greg Fish and Amy
Knowles. 6:30 pm .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
Popular Culture Panel, ··writing the
Romance: A Panel Discussion with ThoSe Who
Produce Them.·· features American Romance
editor. Tahli Carter. and romance writers
Joannne Bremer. Marian Schart. Carol Wagner
and Vida Penezic. 7 pm .. Conference Room.
Jerome Library.
Campus Film, ""Banking on Oisaste< :·a 1988
AmericanF'ilmFestivalwinner. 7:30p.m .. 121
West Hall.
Music Festival Series, Jubal Trio concert. 8
p.m .. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
For ticket reservations. call 372-8171.
Campus Movie, ··Around the World in 80
Days.'" 9 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
Free

Friday, Nov. 4
PH.D. Final Exam, ""Electrodermal Responses
and the Recognition of Facial Stimuli."" by Kevin
A. Lauer. 10 a.m .. 2nd Floor Conference Room.
Psychoiogy Building.
Graduate Student Lunch, noon, United
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 Thurstin. S 1.
Faculty Open House, 4-6 p.m .. Pheasant
Room. University Union.
WBGU Program, ""Viewpoint. .. host Larry
Whatley. discusses local ballot issues. 5: 30
p.m .. Channel 27.
Lauren Hutton Retrospective Film Series,
··zorro. The Gay Blade."" 7 p.m .. Gish Film
Theater.
UAO Weekend Movies, '"Broadcast News."" al
7 p.m .. 9:30 pm .. and midmght. 210 Math
Science Building. Admission is S 1.50 v.ith
University 1.0.
Planetarium Show, "The Mars Show. · 8
p.m .. University Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Saturday, Nov. 5
UAO Weekend Movie, ··Broadcast News,·· at
7 p.m . 9 p.m .. and midnight. 210 Math Science
Building Admission is S1.50 with University l.D.
Hockey, vs. Michigan. 7:30 p.m .. Ice
Arena.
Planetarium Show, '"The Mars Show."" 8
p.m .. Planetarium. $1 donation suggested.

Sunday, Nov. 6
Big Band Concert, The Greg Bauman Big
Band. 2:30 p.m .. North Building Student
Lounge, F'lfelands COiiege.
Planetarium Show, ""The Mars Show."" 7:30
p.m., University Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Bryan Chamber Series, features Venti da
Camera, 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital HaD. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Monday, Nov. 7
Bloodmobile, today through Nov. 11,
University Union.
Cholesterol Screenings, 11 am.-3 p.m .•
University Union. There is a $3 fee payable to
the American Red Cross.
Sociology lecture, ··Demographics and Labor
Market in the United States,"" by Dr. David E.
Bloom. Columbia University, 2:30 p.m .. McFall
Assembly Room. McFaD Center.
International Film Series, Tune of Desires.' 8
p.m .. Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. The fdm is
either dubbed or in the original language with
English subtitles. Free.

Note Nov. 11 holiday
Veterans' Day, a holiday for all
University employees, will be observed
on Friday, Nov. 11.
Classes, however, will meet as usual on
that day. Only those offices which
absolutely must remain open should be
staffed and then only at minimal levels.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positions are avaiable:
Chemistry: Assistant pcofessor. Contact Michael A.J. Rodgers (2-2034). Deadline: Nov. 1.
Interpersonal and Public Communications: Assistant professor. Contact Raymond Tucker
(2·2823). Deadline: Jan. 20.
.
.
Journalism: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Chair of Search Committee (2-2076).
Deadline: Jan 6.
Radio-TelflTision-Film: Assistant pcofessor (antcipated}. Contact Chair of Search Committee
(2·2138). Oeadltne: Jan. 13.
The fo8owing administrative positions are available:
Student Affairs: Director. Program for the Prevention of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadine: Nov. 1.

___

...._

What's new at the 1988 New Music and
Art Festival? The trend is toward a greater
use of electronic technology, according to
Dr. Marilyn Shrude, co-director of the
festival.
The three-day event. which ushers in
American Music Week. offers 13 pieces
involving some kind of electronics: live
instruments and tape; computer interactive
pieces; video; or straight tape. But new
music utilizing more traditional
instruments--including pieces scored for a
gamelan ensemble--will be heard as weU.
This year's special guest composer is
Pulitzer Prize-winner George Crumb,
whose music will be performed in concerts
on Thursday and Friday (Nov. 3-4)
evenings.
Then there·s a world premiere
presentation entitled ""The Rainfall
Project.·· a computer-controlled water-jet
sculpture linked to a music synthesizer.
Add panel discussions with visiting
composers talking about their work and
artists and composers comparing their art
forms. and the festival offers a
well-rounded look at what's happening in
serious music and performance art today.
All events except an appearance
Thursday (Nov. 3) by the Jubal Trio are
free and open to the public. Tickets for the
Jubal Trio concert can be reserved by
calling the Universily"s Moore Musical Aris
Center box office at 372-81 71.
The 1988 New Music and Ari Festival.
the ninth to be held on the Bowling Green
campus, is made possible in part by a
Selective Excellence Grant from the Ohio
Board of Regents and grants from the Ohio
Aris Council and Arts Midwest.
Key sponsors include the College of
Musical Arts and the School of Art.
A schedule of events during the festival
follows:
Thursday, Nov. 3:
9 a.m.--'"The Rainfall Project," a
computer-controlled water jet sculpture
developed by artist Stephen Pevnick of the
University of Wisconsin, will be installed al
the Fine Arts Gallery and on view through
Nov. 5.
6:30 p.m.--''The New Technology--Music,
Computers and Lasers'" is the theme of a
concert of solo percussion and electronics
performed by composer Greg Fish and
percussionist Amy Knowles in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
7:30 p.m.--Festival Forum, a pre-concert
discussion with composers George Crumb
and Ursula Mamlock, will be in Bryan
Recital Hall at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
8 p.m.--The Jubal Trio will perform music
by guest composer George Crumb. among
other works, in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. For tickets ($7, $11
and $15 for adutts and $4, SB and S 12 for
students) call 372-8171 . The box office is
open between noon-6 p.m. weekdays.
Friday, Nov. 4:
9 a.m.--"Composer to Composer: A

Dialogue with George Crumb"' will be held
in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
10:30 a.m.--Faculty and students of the
College of Musical Arts will perform music
composed by Tina Davidson. Wallace
DePue, Don Oiekneite, Roger Greive.
Howard Sandroff and Diane Thome in
concert at Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
2:30 p.m.--A concert featuring music
composed by Tina Da·lidson. Frederick
Speck and Zhou Long will be presented in
Kobacker Hall at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
3:30 p.m.--Guest composers attending the
festival will take part in a roundtable
discussion in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
7 p.m.--Water sculpture creator Stephen
Pevnick and composer Yehuda Yannay will
discuss their collaboraiion on ""The Rainfall
Project" in 204 Fine Arts Building.
7:30 p.m.--A world premiere performance
of "'The P.ainfall Project,·· a
computer-controlled water jet sculpture
created by Stephen Pevnick, with new
music for synthesizer and water sculpture
by Yehuda Yannay, will be presented in the
Fine Arts Gallery.
9 p.m.--Music composed by Jim Mobberly,
Harvey Sollberger and George Crumb will
be performed by the Bowling Green String
Quartet and other faculty and students in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Saturday, Nov. 5:
8:30 a.m.--Gary Nelson will lecture on
""The Medi-horn·· in the Electronic Music
Studio on the second floor of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
9:30 a.m.--Music by Donald Wilson, Diane
Thome, Ron Newman. B1il Meadows.
Ursula Mamlock and Bright Sheng will be
performed in Bryan Recital Ha!l of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
1 :30 p.m. --The ninth annual New Music
and Art Festival moves to the Little Theatre
of the Toledo Museum of Art for a panel on
"'Making Art. Making Music 1 988 ...
Panelists are sculptor Stephen Pevnick and
composers Yehuda Yannay and Harvey
Sollberger. Rose Glennon of the Toledo
Museum of Art will moderate.
3 p.m.--The BGSU Balinese Gamelan
Angklung and others from the College of
Musical Arts appear in concert at the Great
Gallery of the Toledo Museum of Art. The
program includes music by Lou Harrison,
Allen Sapp and Carleton Macy.
8 p.m.--The Collegiate Chorale will perform
works by Yehuda
Yannay and Larry Lipkis. The program in
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts
Center also will feature works by Ross
Bauer, Burton Beerman, Donald Grantham
and Steve Rush.
1 O p.m.--"8ectronic Water Musings," a
gala closing of "'The Rainfall Project"
featuring jazz musician Jeff Halsey and
friends, wiD be presented in the Fine Arts
Gallery.

Rainfall project __fr_om_t_h_e_f_ro_nt_pag_e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fine Arts Gallery.
Pevnick's '"Rainfall Project" is both a
sculpture and a fountain. Within an
enclC'sed shell, twinkling drops of water
fall from the fountain head and appear to
be suspended in space as they are fit
from below by strobe lights in the base.
A computer controls release of the
water droplets and the fighting system.
A music synthesizer will be finked to

the fountain-sculpture for the
performance of Yannay's new score.
This is not the first time the composer
has worked with Pevnick. Three years
ago they demonstrated the windsuck at
the Milwaukee Art Museum. The wind
instrument is based on air suction and
resonating variable length air columns.
The pair designed the sound piece with
funds from the Milwaukee Artists
FoundatiOn.
At the New Music and Art Festival, in
addition to their world premiere on
Friday evening, Vannay and Pevnick wiD
take part in a panel cflSCussion of
""Making Art, Making Music 1988" at
1 :30 p.m. Saturday (Nov. 5) in the Little
Theatre o! the Toledo Museum of Art.
Joining them will be composer Harvey
SoDberger and moderator Rose
Glennon.
The New Music and Art Festival is

supported in part by a Selective
ExceDence Academic Challenge Grant
from the Ohio Board of Regents and by
grants from the Ohio Arts Council and
Arts Midwest. The festival also receives
support from Bowling Green"s College
of Musical Arts. School of Art, Medici
Circle and Pro Musica.
A complete schedule of events during
this year's festival, which has as its
special guest composer George Crumb.
is available by calling 372-8171.

Conference hosted
The University wiD be hosting the 63rd
annual meeting of the Ohio Association of
CoDegiate RegiStrars and AdmissionS
Officers Nov. 2-4 at Sawmill Creek Resort
in Huron.
Co-chairs of the Local Arrangements
Committee are Zola Buford, consultant to
the registrar, and John Hartung, director of
admissions and registration at Fll'elands
CoDege. They estimate more than 125
registrar and admissions personnel from
Ohio will attend the meeting.
Under the theme of "'Living with Today,
Preparing for Tomorrow,·· participants will
have the opportunity to attend more than
20 individual sessions during the
conference.
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If you have an evening or afternoon where you would like to just get away from it all, try going to another planet--like Mars. You can go there through the planetarium's
multimedia program, '"The Mars Show. "It features the narration of Patrick Stewart, who cuffently stars as Capt. Jean Luc Picard in the television series ··star Trek: The
Next Generation" and is preceded by a short star talk showing the cuffent evening sky. The program, which combines hundreds of slides with music and other visual effects,
can be seen at B p.m. on Tuesdays and Fridays and at 7:30 p.m. on Sundays through Nov. 20. A matinee is planned for 2 p.m. Nov. 19. Weather permitting. Friday and
Sunday programs are followed by stargazing sessions at the University's observatory. A $1 donation is suggested.

Brainstorming Uu given celebrity status during visit
sessions strive Taiwan welcomes back one of its achievers
for excellence
Symposiums and conferences are
tricky things. They take time and energy
to organize and present. But even more
difficult is providing the participants with
some lasting value once they leave the
programs.
A symposium entitled "Incentives for
Excellence" may have been completed
Sept. 9, but its sponsor, the Faculty
Development Committee, doesn't want
people to forget what was said there.
Dr. Dick Horton, technology and a
moderator at one of the panel
discuSSions at the symposium, said the
committee wants to continue stimulating
further discussion of some of the ideas
presented at the gathering.
At the symposium, Dr. Joseph
Lowman of the psychology department
at the University of North Carolina.
presented a seminar on assessing
teaching effectiveness, emulating
expert teachers. improving college
instruction and promoting excellence
among faculty and staff. The session
was followed by panel and group
discussions involving audience
interaction to identify suggestions of
actions that the University community
could take in encouraging. developing
and recognizing the quality of teaching.
"The groups came i.:p with a lot of
good ideas," Horton said. "The Facuity
Welfare Committee will be looking at the

Continued on page 3

During a visit to her homeland of
Taiwan this summer, Dr. Nora Liu.
HPER, was surprised by the warm
welcome she received. In fact, she was
treated fike a celebrity.
What prompted the celebrity status?
She has the distinction of being the first
person from the Repubric of China
(Taiwan) to earn a doctoral degree in
physical education since the Communist
take-over of the Chinese mainland in
1948. During her 75-day visit to her
homeland she taught two seminars at
the country's new National CoDege of
Physical Education and Sports.
··Tuey alt know me by now.·· she
commented. Although she is a U.S.
citizen and has resided in the U.S. for
nearly 30 years. she has returned to
Taiwan a number of times--as a guest
instructor for physical education
seminars. and as a presentor at the
International Congress of Physical
Education. held in 1984 in Taipei.
The seminars she conducted this
summer were at the special request of
the president of the National College of
Physical Education and Sports. one of
only two instit<.1tions in Taiwan that offer
a master's degree program in physical
education. The college was created in
1987.
··Tue president was interested in
establishing acacemic standards for tr.e
college. so he invited a few foreign
scholars. including myself. to come as
visiting professors,·· Liu explained. Her
obligations at Bowling Green prevented
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Nora Liu, HPER. examines some of the data from her research and projects in the
Fitness and Sport Physiology Laboratory. This past summer she returned to her
homeland of Taiwan to conduct seminars at the country's new National College ot
Physical Education and Sports.
her from going during the academic
year. so she came for the summer. to
teach special seminars on "Exercise
Physiology" and ··Assessment cf
Athletic Performance,"" even though the
college had not scheduled a summer
school.

··1 was !he summer school. .. Liu said.
noting that there were approximateiy 20
f;rst and second year graduate
students. plus a few instructors. who
attended her classes from June 3 until

Continued on page .1

